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Reaching from Salli is easy

Salli improves back health

Salli saddle chair’s divided seat has a
gap in the middle:
•it’s comfortable in all positions
•it ventilates and prevents infections
•it doesn’t press your genitalia even if
you are leaning forward

The constantly developing Salli has
the following tried and true advantages:
•your posture is always good,
back problems disappear
•clearly better blood circulation
•sitting down, getting up and rolling is easier
•you’ll automatically breathe deeper

Bad chairs and positions cause problems
Poorly shaped saddle chairs put pressure on the inner thighs and buttocks. They also raise
the temperature and humidity of the genitalia, which is made even worse by the sweatiness
of artificial leather. The front pommel of the chair often presses uncomfortably on the
tissues around the pubic bone – in order to avoid this, the sitter rounds his or her back,
making the posture even worse.
Traditional office chair notably deteriorates posture and back health, causes muscle
tension and decreases blood circulation in the lungs, buttocks and lower limbs. Bad
working position also presses down the lungs and intestines. In addition to this, moving
with and reaching from an ordinary office chair is laborious and unergonomic.

Why the Salli Saddle Chair?
• leading developer in the world
• top-rated end-user consultation
• various models and accessories
• essential innovations are patented
• forerunner in applying sitting physiology
• products made of steel and leather, 10 year warranty

For more information on healthy sitting visit: www.salli.com

Saddle chair sitting
When sitting on a Salli saddle chair, the lumbar
spine forms a natural curve. The upper body is
supported by the sitting bones and stays straight
and tensionless without a backrest. Shoulders
settle on the thoracic spine and muscles relax.
Good posture deepens breathing and prevents
fatigue.
With the Salli saddle chair your mobility
and freedom of movement are as good
as if you were standing up, but without
the strain to your feet and other
disadvantages of traditional sitting. Salli
improves sitting comfort, well-being and
work efficiency.

Studies on the hip area sitting pressure

Healthy sitting
on Salli.

Salli Swing

Salli MultiAdjuster

Rocking seat. Excellent
for the lower back.

For the demanding user.
Seat width adjustment in
addition to height and
inclination adjustment.

Salli Twin

Salli Elbow Rest

Cool, healthy and
excellent all-round chair.
Height and inclination
adjustment.

For precision work.

On a traditional seat, the pressure and high temperature
underneath the hip and thighs are health risks. With
men, the two-parted Salli reduces the genital health risks
also known from the world of cycling, and with women
it lowers the likelihood of infections. In all cases the
pressure to the nerves and veins is relieved. Using the
hip becomes more active and comfortable as the pressure is safely on the sitting bones and the seat no longer
presses on the sensitive soft tissues.

Conventional working chair:
harmful pressure on thigh
and buttock muscles.

One-part saddle chair:
harmful pressure on the
genitalia.

Two-part saddle chair:
pressure safely on the ischial bones.

Manufacturer:
Salli Systems
Finland

Problems of traditional
sitting.

•Salli saddle chairs can be equipped with
3 different lengths of gas cylinders, 24
leather colours, 100 fabric colours and a
wide variety of different castors.
•10 year warranty.

puh: +358 10 270 1210
fax: +358 10 270 1209
info@salli.com
www.salli.com
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